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This thesIS attempts. first. to lava framework for the 

broad discus!;ion of ethics bv discussing the three general ways 

to appro~ch ethics, and why ethics are imporant to professions, 

particularly the public accountino profession. 

explores two i·~d~QnS for increased ethical concerns, one is 

specific to the accountina profession and one is universal. It 

examines actions currently beina taken by public accountants to 

deal with th~ increased concern, and, finally. addresses 

potential ~rtions that can be done in the future to enhance the 

ethical conditions of public accounting. 

INTRODUCTION 

A rode of ethics is a system of conduct based on moral 

duties or oblioations that indIcates how we should behave. 

Basicallv, what is considered et.hical is a matter of social 

~t differs from culture to culture and person to 

There are th~ee general ways to approach an ethical 

Joseoh Fletcher (1978) calls these three ways the 

leoalism antinomianism, and situations approaches. 

the approach where one enters into every decision making 

sit.uation ercumbered with the whole apparatus of prefabricated 

rules and regUlations; emotjons are not allowed to interfere 

The antinomianism approach is the other extreme 

in which th2re are no 1"",,;-.. j ',-,," ; '-',11:::,':::: 
, ... - •. 1. I , ....... ! ... - .t.· ....... ·! 



no loqic in this approach. The situation ethic approach uses 

reason as the instrument of moral judqement. The i" E.' :i. ';:;; a. 

knowledGe and respect for the rules and principles, coupled with 

the realizatjon that circumstances alter the case. 

~ituation ethic approach is the preferable one and should be the 

basis for the professional code of ethics. 

A profession's code of ethics 1S one characteristic that 

distinguishes ~. from a vocatIon. H profession's code of 

ethics is d set of rules and percepts desiqned to induce an 
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of the profession concerned. which will encouraqe public 

A code of ethjcs is necessary in professions 

possessing a responsibilitv to the public, a complex body of 

knowledge and a need for public confidence. Because the general 

public usuallv doesn't have the knowledge needed to evaluate the 

correctness of the practitioner's advice or actions; the public 

must ~epend on thQ code of ethics to ensure the practitioner 

exerts his/her efforts for their betterment. 

Many profess\ona]~ believe that as lonq as their conduct 

However. Robert A. Cooke (1988) states laws and 

requlations are reactive and slow to chanqe: ethics should be 

proactive. and attempt to anticipate problems. 



ethical conduct, and mo~al p~inciples a~e not innate. 

p~ofesslons code of ethics needs to involve mo~e postive action. 

If it doesn't an exoectation 0~P mav occur between what a 

orofessional is doina and what the public believes he is doina. 

Unresolved expectation gaps undermine a professions attempts to 

appear ethicill and lead to serious threats to a professions 

societies, other members of their profession and themselves. 

All resoonsibilities must be considered when drawing uo a code 

qnvttme one or more of these responsibilities get 

neglected or out of balance the professional has failed to 

discharae appropriate professional responsibilities 

Carev (1978) states public accounting calls Tor the "cultivaion 

of the sense of objectivity to an extraordinary degree, a 

judicial detachment, and an unassiable integrity in addition LO 

A major part. of public accounting, the attestation serVice. 

consists of providing assurance that the information the public 

in making decisions based nn the information. 

words ot Carev (1978); 

The OPInIon of a certified public accountant on 

a financial statement is of value only so long 

as those who read it oelieve that it. IS the 
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ooinion of an Independent. disInterested. imoartial 

expert who is uninfluenced by anything but the 
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nothinG but the truth. 

Carey also notes that relationships shift very rapidly in the 

If the accountant tries assiduously to reduce a 

tax bill for a client the client. when seeing the accountants 

SIGnature on an audit report mav wonder if the accountant 

apPlied similar zeal In the interest of management 

pUPlic that believes In the "don't bite the hand that feeds you" 

can be hard to believe that public 

will risk losing clients that pav their fees bv insisting on 

complete compliance. Cooke (1988) states "The standard joke 'c 

that business ethics is a contradiction in terms in the same way 

The increase in varietv of services 

offered by pulic accountina fIrms and the current business 

environment is causing manv t.o reconsider their assessment of 

the state of ethics in th2 ~lr accounting profession. 

PROBLEMS 

Public ~ccounting h20 expanded from tax and auditino 

services to man v diverse att~station, management advisorv and 

This expansion creates imaae 

Droblems for public accounting By eXDanding into services. 

such as litigation support, where there are no se~ standards. 

._, the acccuntant opens himself to ethical problems. i···; ~==.. fi": L! "=:;- t 



choose which general standards to apolv and how. 

may result in misinterpretations or the stretching of rules from 

other areas to fit situations where they don't really aoply. 

1988) believes that many cases of impropriety 

originate in environments where lines of accountability are 

vague or norexistent. Conflictino standards may also result in 

dilemmas. Jchn W. Buckley (1978) believes that one of the most 

serious challanges facina the oublic accounting field today is 

that the variety of services offered is causing alterations in 

The companv oaying the fees needs the public 

Without an independent audit. the public has no 

financial st.andings. Wlthout the assurance, decisions sucn as 

investing or granting credit takes on an undesirably high level 

Wjth services such as management advisory and 

private comoany Also, these services causes the oublic 

to work with the companies In a nonindeoendent 

Buckley (1978) believes that some orominent members of the 

orofession maximizing the orivate good of the company rather 

then the public good of ... _ - .... : •.. ,; .. ,'''''!f 
':;:;. =._' l... .1.1.:-.:' ! .. - \-' ! If the same company uses the 



firm's tax. auditnq, manaqement advisorv, and litqatjon service 

thereby creatina substantial revenue for the firm, can the 

auditor risk losinq the client to another firm? 

become even more pressing when looked at in the context of the 

growing environmental concerns. 

Many feel that the business enviornment IS creating ethical 

Robert Frank (1989) contends: 

Contary to Adam Smith's clear intention, his invisible 

han~ planted the idea that moral behavior might not be 

nec~ssary, that the best. of all possible worlds might 

Y' 1.=,.' .:,; ' .. i 1. t. if people were t.o simply !"'11 1 ',' ..;::; f !.:::. + 1-,,::::.; y~ 1-.' ',.:1 I ..... • .. .:"1·,,_ ~.' I • ' __ .I. I 

step farther creating the impression that failure to 

pursue self interest might even be hazardous to our 

Smith's carrot and Darwin's stick have by now 

rendered character development an all but completelv 

forgott.en theme in many industrialized countries. 

the world: therefore, they ta!._ whatever t.hey want and 

As more ana more people beqin t.0 take think like the 

are basica~lv h~nest to continue La do what is honest even if it 

Someone who expects alwavs 

to be cheated has little motive to behave honestly. 

Merchant as auoted by Ahmed Belkaoui (1989), said: 



to persuade manaqers and emoloyees that chance_ of 

detection are hiah and pe0alt~es se/ere. and bv fail ina 

to provide adequate nlo~al qU~danC2 and leadership. 

corporations inc~~ ~e th( use of illegal and unethical 

Thomas Pioer, associate 

so enamored of exciting new concepts 

Jao~n's just-in-time 0elivery. Maybe we were hopjng 

~S the decline in religion with no 

there is an increase 

- A survey appearinq in U. 
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stated that seventy-six percent of ,082 respondents said they 

thought decaving cultural and social institutions were the main 

factor in the erosion of business ethics. Other factors that 

were frequen~ly mentioned as reasons for the erosion of business 

ethics are increased concentratIon on short term earninqs, doinq 

business in cultures with different ethics, and voliate economic 

Forty-eight percent of the respondents said they 

quidelines and accrediation was 

for ethics among professionals. Others credited peer opinion 

and aDproval. education and socioeconomic backqrounds for ethics 

amona professionals 

indicates that the main 

SOLUTIONS 

American Institute of Certlfied Public Accountants (AICPA) has 

In 1987, the AICPA restructed the Code of Ethics in hopes of 

reducing t.he eXDpctai.ion qap bet.ween what the accountants are 

it was reported that 

AICPA members bv a more then six to one margain, approved a 

- measure that made it mandant.ory for any CPA firm that audits 
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clients reaistered with the Securities and Exchange Commission 

(SEC) to be a member of the AICPA's SEC Practice Section 

MembershIp in this section requIres a firm to undergo peer 
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much to do to enhance the public accountant's image. 

I think there needs to be a realisation of the two ethical 

models explained by Frank (1989) The first one is the 

traditional rationale model The individual under this model is 

convinced that the penalties for being unethical ~re severe, the 

;- :~:.. C i.'" I"', + .... · ... ·.· .. n· ... :' : '_' h" "'~'" , : .1. ':::J' : " an.:::! it. 

ethical to gain the trust of others. This model, however, 

doesn't prevent unethical behavior in situations when the 

encounter between the persons are fleetinq and/or others are not 

likely to observe or learn of ~ne behavior. 

As a result, I think there needs to be an emphasis on the 

second model, the commitment model. In this model, honesty is a 

character trait that is desirable and recognizable by others. 

In order to develop this character trait, the individual must 

indoctrinate and practice ethics. If the individual fails to 

act correctly, regardless of whether the behavior is observed, 

there is failure to maIntain the predisposition to honesty. 

After doing wrong several times, it becomes difficult for the 

individual to preceive him/herself as being an ethical, honest 

person which. under this model 

individual has failed at sustaining the emotions that motivate 

Others will notice ~nlS change in the individual'~ 
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expectations and opinions of the individual 

that the individual needs to believe that the adverse efffects 

of the shifting opinion of others and your own ooinion of 

yourself is not worth anv possIble postive outcomes of beina 

J t.hink it's imporant for the individual to analyze which 

model they are using and be aware of possible shortcomings of 

the traditional rationale model that may lead them to 

temptations to be unethical Perhaps there should be an 

additional essay added to the prInciples section of the AICPA 

code of ethjcs discussing the difference and commending the 

Frank (1988) believes the moving force behind moral behavior 

lies not in rational analysis but in the emotions. 

have clese personal tie~ Laroe institutions are often 

f t.'.' 1 t .. :::1 ,'- .... ,-.r I'"" + ; \i,''{ .............. · ... ·· .. n' ...... T. 11:,,",'; 

profession needs to become more personalized. 

needs to be an emphasis on lovaltv between the individuals 

within the profession This loyaltv and group identity can 

increase feelings of moral responsibilitv within the profession 

which ultimatelv will benefit the public I think one way to do 

this is to mandate Deer review. Not only does it faciliate 

-. interactions among those in the profession; r",! i+ 
, •••• ..r; ...... 
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Another way to achieve ~nlS goal is throuqh education I 

believe ethical education is imoorant for manv reasons. As 

May (1989) ooints out. all individual members within 

the accounting field must be convinced that the code is more 

Carey (1978) believes that the remedv for ethical oroblems is a 

deeoer understanding among account~nts of the essential meanina 

It has been proven in osychological studies (R.H. 

Fazio, 1986~ that when individuals are in stressful situations 

in which they are highly aroused, it is harder for them to 

According to Wilkes (1989', John Whitehead, ex-Deputy 

Secretary of the State and investment banker, said quick 

decisions are being made under extreme pressure every day. 

training in how to look at these decisions is very desirable. 

If et.hic education is implementated and the accountant has 

thought through stands on ethical issues via case stUdies, he 

will be in a better position to respond to the situations in 

The Focus on ethics earlier will make it easier 

for accountants to remember their values. And, as Mautz and 

Sharaf (1978) point out, knowledge of the ultimate outcome of 

his acti~ns on himself and others, awareness of societv's 

requirements, feelings of obligation, and recognition of the 
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norms of ethical conduct help orofessionals and individuals 
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J believe that ethics can and should be taught on a logical 

For example. the Process Seven Reason Model practiced by 

Arthur Anderson & Company is a comprehensive method of dealinq 

with ethical problems. The first steD is to determine the facts 

of the situation. From the facts, there must be an inference OT 

Based on the ethical issues identified, the 

individual should try to think of all the stakeholders. all of 

the people who will be affected by the decision Then. the 

individual should brainstorm for alternatives. In this step, 

the focus should be on getting as many alternatives as possible 

and not on the qualitv of the alternatives. After thinking of 

as many alternatives as possible, the individual should analyze 

the alternatives by considering the ethics of each alternative 

(steD five) ~nd the practical constraints of the alternative 

I thjnk in analvzing the alternatives. the 

individual ~hould consider the three ques~lon ethic checklist 

developed by Blanchard (1988): 

(neither party gets unfair advantage), and how will it make me 

feel about myself? Gene R Laczniak (1983) offers five 

alternative ethical standards. The first is the golden rule 

standard, it says the individual should act the way they would 

exoect n~hers to act towards them. The utilitarian principle 
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suagests individuals should act in a wav that results in the 

greatest good for the greatest number of Deople. 

cateoorical imoerative model savs that individuals should act in 

a way that the action they take could be a universal law or rule 

of behavior under the The fourth model, C~11 t .. ttl t:.'c! 

be the one a disinterested panel of professional colleaoues 

would view as proper. The final model is the T V 

individual should only do behaviors that they wOlJld feel 

comfortable explaining the reasons for the action to a national 

television audience, which is assumed to be composed of honest 

people from whom the individual wants approval. 

adds ~ sixth standard cllied the enlightened self-interest 

This model says each individual should maximize net 

benefits for himself in a way that minimizes harm to others, 

Finally, SLep seven involves deciding which 

Ethical teaching should also emphasis the five principles of 

ethical power brought out by Blanchard (1988). 

these is purpose There should be ongoing guidelines that, I··· ~ "'. i 
'····1 

desiqn, can never be achieved. Secondly. there needs to be 

pride or good self-esteem which will aSSIst the individual In 

standin0 up for what he belIeves in However, an extreme ego 

- individual should be d patient person as impatience scawns 



temptation to cut corners which can result in unethical 

The individual needs to be persistent. 

give UP in the face of opposition and take the easy (often 

unethical) wav out Finally, the individual must keep their 

sense of persepctive. 

philisophy that can cause a person to loose sight of their 

The ~mphasis should be on long-term, not short term, 

goals An individual stands a much better chance of being able 

to solve ethical problems in the best possible manner by 

developing the five principles of ethical power: 

pride, patience, oersistence. and oerspective. 

Martin Barradell (1978) states, "The standing, if not the 

very existence, of a profession depends on the continuance of 

publiC confidence In the standards of its members .. 

Dublie accounting field wishes to survive and prosper, it cannot 

ignore the ethical problems prelevant in our sociey todav. As 

Mautz and Sharaf (1978) maintain, individuals may assent to 

several moral rules and be convinced of their moral obligations 

bv educatiof!, customs common to their country, or any number of 

other ways, but. however persuaded, these moral rules become the 

individuals conscience. The public accountant field needs to 

ensure that its members have a conscious. In Carey's (1978) 

1-'1::" \l ; ""ilH'i 
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willinq to go in satisfying each client, to what 



extent. he may subo~dinate his personal preference, 

what Goint he IS determined to refuse to go farther 
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